
 

 
 

There are few sectors where change is more imperative, or more challenging, than in health. New regulations; new payment and 

business models; new ways to collect, use, and protect data; new IT; new patient and consumer expectations; and the constant 

stream of new findings on healthy outcomes make change a constant.  

On this proving ground, several change leaders have emerged with innovative and actionable strategies for tracking change 

across the organization, expanding change capacity in the organization, and growing a culture of agility and resilience. 

About the Online Seminar 

In this unique online seminar, attendees will review key insights of expert speakers from the Conference Board’s 16th Annual 

Change and Transformation Conference, joined by other health sector Change experts; hear live the latest updates and case 

studies from those speakers; then have their questions answered on how to put each change innovation into practice. 

Attendees will have an opportunity to submit questions in advance, to ensure that speakers focus on the specific, actionable 

answers attendees are looking for. 

Agenda 

1:00 – 1:15 pm 
Welcome, Overview, and Introductions 
Barbara Lombardo, Program Director, The Conference Board 

1:15 pm – 1:30 pm 
Recap: CVS Health - Increasing Change Capability across the Enterprise 

A video recap of key learnings from one of the top-rated sessions at the last Change and Transformation Conference, on how 

CVS Health transformed the relationship between its CM Center of Excellence and the HR Business Partners to dramatically 

increase change management capability and impact across the enterprise.   

The video features:  

Melissa Wood, Director, Enterprise Change Management, CVS Health 

Krista Leoncavallo, Senior Advisor, Enterprise Change Management, CVS Health 

Nicolle Horstmann, Senior. Advisor, Enterprise Change Management, CVS Health 

1:30 pm – 2:00 pm 
Deeper Dive and Dialogue: CVS Health  
Join change leaders from CVS Health for a live presentation and discussion, following up on and answering your questions 

on how CVS has expanded its Change capacity across the organization.  
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Jacalyn Vander Ploeg, Senior Advisor, Change Management, CVS Health 

Kandi Kabli, Senior Advisor, Enterprise Change Management, CVS Health 

2:00 pm – 2:15 pm 
Recap: The Change Dashboard - Capturing and Merging Data Streams to See the True Change 
Universe of Your Organization 

A video recap of key learnings from another of the top-rated sessions at the last Change and Transformation Conference, 

on how Sutter Health captures its universe of change initiatives on one customizable dashboard. Learn how such a change 

dashboard can be implemented, the data it captures, and the opportunities it reveals.   

The video features: 

Brian Storts, Director of Organizational Effectiveness and Change Management, Sutter Health 

2:15 pm – 2:45 pm 
Deeper Dive and Dialogue: Sutter Health  

Join Brian Storts for a live presentation and discussion, following up on and answering your questions on how Sutter Health 

has implemented its Change dashboard and how it has put its insights into action. 

Brian Storts, Director of Organizational Effectiveness and Change Management, Sutter Health 

2:45 pm – 3:30 pm 

Presentation and Dialogue: Transformative Change at the Mayo Clinic 
We conclude with an all-new presentation and dialogue on one of the largest Change efforts ever at the Mayo Clinic, 

transforming how over 50,000 employees across the enterprise interact with e-records. Explore the strategy, 

implementation, and results. 

Barbara Mitchell, Director of Organizational Development Human Resources, Mayo Clinic 

Cathy Botz, Senior Advisor, Human Resources, Mayo Clinic 

Conclusion 
Barbara Lombardo, Program Director, The Conference Board 

Online www.conferenceboard.org/changeseminar 

Email customer.service@conferenceboard.org  

Phone 212.339.0345 

8:30 am –5:30 pm ET, Monday – Friday 

 
Pricing: 

Members $199 

Non – Members $299 

 
Cancellation Policy 

Full refund until three weeks before the meeting. $50 administration fee up to two weeks before the meeting.  

No refund after two weeks before the meeting. Confirmed registrants who fail to attend and do not cancel prior 

to the meeting will be charged the entire registration fee. 
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